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content

The second in our series of briefing papers on building
An Economy That Works explores inequality in the UK. It
examines the evidence for rising inequality over the last
fifty years, estimates the economic welfare lost to society
from an unequal distribution of incomes and addresses
the critical question of managing inequality in the context
of declining growth rates. It finds that:
• when measured using the Gini coefficient, income
inequality increased by 50% between the 1970s and
the financial crisis;
• measured using household income ‘after housing
costs’, the Gini coefficient rose even further (60%)
during the same period;
• the share of income going to the top 1% of households
almost tripled between 1977 and 2009;
• in the immediate aftermath of the financial crisis,
income inequality fell slightly on all three measures
but the trend has since stabilised or reversed and
income inequality remains substantially higher than it
was four decades ago;
• wealth inequality in the UK is even higher than income
inequality, suggesting that further rises in income
inequality are likely;
• property wealth inequality and financial wealth
inequality have increased substantially since the
financial crisis;
• the richest 10% of households now own 61% of all
financial wealth, while the poorest have substantial
financial debts (negative financial wealth).
These inequalities generate other significant welfare
inequalities in society. People in the richest areas have 20
more years of healthy life than those in the most deprived
areas. Meanwhile, the richest households have a carbon
footprint up to 30 higher than the poorest.
Recognising that inequality imposes significant welfare
costs on society, this paper uses the Atkinson Inequality
Index to measure the welfare losses associated with
today’s level of inequality. It finds that:
• the welfare lost through inequality rose from a low of
6% of the GDP to almost 12.5% of GDP in 2016;
• in money terms, this equates to a five-fold increase in
lost welfare over the last half a century;
• the absolute value of the welfare lost through
inequality in 2016/17 was around £240 billion—almost
double the annual budget of the NHS.
Finally, the paper addresses the challenge of reducing
inequality in the context of declining growth rates. It finds
no evidence to support the claim that inequality inevitably
rises as GDP growth declines. On the contrary, empirical
data show that lower growth rates are as likely to be
associated with declining inequality in recent UK history.
Further analysis reveals that the impact of declining
growth rates on inequality depends critically on market
conditions. The paper briefly discusses the implications of
these findings for changes in technology and the world of
work.

Inequality matters
In March 1968, shortly before his assassination,
Senator Robert F Kennedy gave a speech at the
University of Kansas in which he noted some of
the shortcomings of the Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) as a measure of the nation’s welfare: its
indiscriminate inclusion of destructive activities;
its exclusion of any account of environmental
damage; its failure to value the work that people
do for free. Ultimately, Kennedy argued, the
GDP measures ‘neither our wit, nor our courage,
neither our wisdom nor our learning, neither our
compassion nor our devotion to our country. It
measures everything in short except that which
makes life worthwhile.’1
One of the key omissions in the GDP is the impact
of income inequality. In measuring aggregate
income, the conventional measure fails to
account for what happens when income is shared
unequally by people across society. Economic
injustice was one of the principal themes in
Kennedy’s speech: he lamented an America he
saw, even at that time, as unnecessarily divided
between the ‘haves’ and the ‘have nots’. Half a
century later, the situation is even worse. Rising
inequality has led to social unrest and political
instability. This year, two US Senators introduced
the Measuring Real Income Growth Act of 2018,
which would require the Bureau of Economic

Measuring inequality
in the UK
It is now generally acknowledged that income
inequality in the UK has risen substantially since
the 1970s. The Gini coefficient measures the
distribution of incomes on a scale from 0 (where
everyone has exactly the same income) to 1 (where
one person receives all the income). Applied to
household incomes after tax and benefits but
before housing costs (BHC), the UK Gini coefficient
rose by 50% from 0.24 in 1977 to 0.36 in 2009.
When measured after housing costs (AHC), the
Gini coefficient rose by over 60%, from 0.25 to 0.41
during the same period. Figure 1 (overleaf) also
shows the share of the nation’s income going to
the top 1% of households. This share rose almost
three-fold from 3% in 1976 to just under 9% in
2009. All three measures have fallen slightly since
the financial crisis, but remain substantially higher
than they were half a century ago. When Robert
Kennedy gave his University of Kansas speech in
1968, income inequality was declining. Since that
time it has risen considerably.

Analysis (BEA) to report how economic growth is
distributed across the income spectrum.2
Addressing inequality is finally achieving the
attention it deserves.3 But this challenge is
particularly acute in the context of declining
growth rates4—as the French economist Thomas
Piketty has pointed out.5 There is an immediate
sense in which the distribution of incomes
becomes more critical when economic expansion
is, for whatever reason, hard to come by. As long
as the size of the pie keeps growing, it is possible
for the poor to get richer without the rich having
to get poorer. When the pie stops growing, then
reducing poverty relies on the re-distribution or
perhaps the ‘pre-distribution’ of incomes.6
The aim of this briefing note is to explore that
challenge. First we examine the evidence
for inequality in the UK. Next, we present
an analysis which estimates the economic
welfare lost to society as a result of having an
unequal distribution of incomes and discuss the
implications of this for measuring social progress.
We then return to the particular challenge
raised by Piketty—namely the relationship
between declining growth and inequality—
before concluding with a short discussion on the
prospects for tackling inequality in the future.

One of the determinants of future trends in income
inequality is the level of wealth inequality in the
country. Those who own more property and hold
higher levels of financial assets tend to have higher
incomes and more bargaining power in society. In
fact, wealth inequality in the UK is considerably
higher than income inequality: the wealth Gini
coefficient is 0.62 as opposed to 0.34 for income
inequality.
Certain components of wealth inequality have been
increasing sharply since the financial crisis. The Gini
coefficient of property wealth rose from 0.62 to 0.67
in a decade. The Gini coefficient of financial wealth
has risen from 0.81 to 0.91 in the same space of time.
Just 10% of households now own more than 60% of
financial wealth in the UK, while the poorest 10% of
households labour under rising financial debt. These
numbers tell the story of an increasing concentration
of wealth in the hands of a minority of the population
and suggest the potential for further rises in income
inequality over the coming years.7
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Figure 1
Income inequality in the UK:
1966–2016 Source: Data from IFS
2018 Living Standards, Poverty and
Inequality in the UK; right hand axis
shows the income share of the top
1% of households; the left hand axis
shows the absolute value of the Gini
coefficient before (BHC) and after
(AHC) housing costs.

The welfare lost
through inequality
The costs of inequality are borne not just by the
poor but by society as a whole. More unequal
societies tend to have lower life expectancy, higher
infant mortality, more crime, a higher incidence of
mental illness, greater levels of obesity, less trust
and lower educational achievements.8 People in
the richest areas have 20 more years of healthy
life than those in the most deprived areas.9 Very
high levels of inequality generate both social and
political instability. It is not particularly easy to get
a clear handle on the precise value of these welfare
costs to society. But it is clear that they matter.
An interesting attempt to capture the welfare lost
to society through inequality was proposed by
the (late) British economist Anthony Atkinson.10

The Atkinson Index measures this welfare loss
as a percentage of the overall national income.
Figure 2 shows the results of a calculation of the
Atkinson Index for the UK. The broken line shows
the value of the Atkinson Index as a percentage of
the GDP. The solid line shows the absolute value
of the welfare loss.
The pattern of the Atkinson Index is not dissimilar
to the patterns in Figure 1. As a percentage of
GDP, the welfare lost through inequality rose from
6.5% of the GDP in 1977 to a peak of around 15%
during the 1990s and 2000s, before stabilising at
around 12.5% of GDP today. Notably, however, the
absolute value of the welfare rose almost five-fold
over the last five decades from around £50 billion
(in today’s money) in 1950 to a little under £240
billion in 2016. To put the scale of these losses
in perspective, the value of the welfare lost as a

Figure 2
Economic welfare lost through
inequality 1966 – 2016 | Source:
Author’s calculations using decile data
from the Office for National Statistics
with an ‘aversion to inequality’
coefficient of 0.8; the left hand axis
shows the absolute value of lost welfare
in pounds; the right hand axis shows the
welfare loss as a percentage of GDP (the
Atkinson Index).
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result of income inequality today is around twice
the annual budget of the NHS in 2016/17.11
One further aspect of inequality is worth
mentioning briefly. Because carbon emissions
are linked closely to income, richer households
tend to have higher emissions per capita than
poorer ones. In fact, a recent study found that the
richest 10% of the population emit on average

2.4 times the carbon associated with the poorest
10%. Within those broad groups, lie even starker
inequalities. Some richer households in the
sample emitted 30 times more carbon than the
poorest households.12 In a world where carbon
emissions impose potentially huge social costs
on society, carbon inequality represents a form of
social transfer from the poor to the rich.

Figure 3
GDP growth rate vs inequality
1950–2016 | Source: Author’s
calculations of the Atkinson index
using decile data from the Office for
National Statistics with an ‘aversion
to inequality’ coefficient of 0.8; the
lower trend line is for the years 1950
to 1980; the upper trend line is for the
years 1981 to 2016.

Does slow growth lead to
rising inequality?
What’s interesting about Atkinson’s analysis is the
suggestion that society may be willing to accept
a lower level of aggregate income if this income
were more equally distributed. In other words,
the dilemma of declining growth might not be so
intractable as is commonly supposed, if incomes
were less unequal. But this is precisely where
Piketty’s challenge becomes important. If his
contention is right that declining growth rates lead
to rising inequality, then achieving this more equal
society would become harder rather than easier as
growth slows down. We can test this hypothesis—
both empirically and conceptually. For example, we
could look into the relationship between the Gini
coefficient or the Atkinson Index and GDP growth
over the last half a century or so to see if there is
indeed a pattern which supports Piketty’s claim.
Figure 3 shows the values for the Atkinson Index
plotted against the annual growth rates in GDP
over the period between 1950 and 2016. If Piketty’s
thesis were correct we would expect to see a clear
downward sloping trend, with the points clustered
around a line sloping from the top left of the graph
to the bottom right. Lower growth rates should

clearly exhibit higher levels of inequality. But
looked at over the period as a whole, there is very
little in the way of a discernible pattern, with the
points scattered fairly unevenly across the graph.
When the data are split into two periods from 1950
to 1980 and from 1981 to 2016, however, some
interesting phenomena emerge. First of all, the
trend line between 1981 and 2016 is higher than
the trend line from 1950 to 1980; the substantial
rise in inequality during the 1980s is responsible for
this difference. More to the point, the trend line for
the later years does have a very slight downward
slope. During the last few decades, Piketty’s
hypothesis appears to hold: lower growth rates
were associated with higher levels of inequality.
The tendency is not particularly strong (the
slope is very shallow) and indeed the statistical
significance of this downward trend is very low.
The trend line for the earlier (pre-1980) period has
a better fit. But surprisingly the trend points very
slightly upwards—directly counter to expectations.
Between 1950 and 1980 slower growth rates were
associated with lower inequality.13 Clearly, Piketty’s
hypothesis cannot be universally true and the
question arises: what are the precise conditions
under which slow growth leads to rising inequality
and when might the opposite happen. Put another
way, how might we tackle inequality in the face of a
declining growth rate?
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The conditions of inequality
Piketty’s argument was a theoretical one. He showed, algebraically, that the share of income going to
the owners of capital assets was proportional to the rate of return on capital multiplied by the savings
rate and divided by the growth rate. Intuitively, dividing by a number that is getting very small suggests
that the share of income to capital must rise. If capital (wealth) were equally distributed amongst the
population this would not matter so much. But we have seen already that this is distinctly not the case
in the UK (or in the US). Under these conditions, a greater share of income going to the owners of capital
means rising inequality.
Piketty’s analysis depends, however, on a couple of critical assumptions.14 The first of these concerns
the behaviour of the savings rate as the growth rate declines. Piketty implicitly assumed it would stay
constant. The second relates to the ease with which it is possible to substitute capital for labour. With
constant savings rate and high substitutability of capital for labour, it’s possible to show that Piketty was
right. Inequality rises—potentially explosively—as shown in the uppermost solid line in Figure 4.

Figure 4
Figure 4: Changes in inequality as the growth
rate declines to zero | Source: Jackson and Victor
2017: solid lines indicate scenarios where the
savings rate remains unchanged over the course
of the run; dashed lines indicate scenarios where
the savings rate falls to zero as the growth rate
declines; the red lines indicate a high elasticity
of substitution between labour and capital
(when it is easy to substitute capital for labour);
blue lines represent low elasticity (where it is
harder to substitute capital for labour); the grey
lines represent the case where the elasticity of
substitution is 1.

But outside those conditions, different outcomes
are entirely possible. One such outcome is a future
where the net savings rate declines alongside the
growth rate. This is likely to happen automatically,
for instance, when the rate of return on investment
falls. This would tend to disincentivise saving
and reduce the overall savings rate. Under these
conditions (illustrated by the broken lines in
Figure 4), inequality is immediately contained
within more reasonable bounds. An even more
striking impact is achieved by reducing the
ease with which capital replaces labour. Under
conditions where it is harder to substitute capital
for labour (shown by the two blue lines in Figure
4), inequality declines substantially, even as the
growth rate falls to zero.
In short, the idea that rising income inequality is
an inevitable consequence of falling growth rates
is incorrect. Under the appropriate conditions, an
economy with a declining growth rate might just
as equally be headed towards falling inequality as
to rising inequality.

Confronting inequality in
an era of low growth
These arguments might seem purely theoretical.
But they bear an important relationship to the
real world. In a situation where government
policy, the behaviour of firms and the conditions
of the market all conspire to protect the rate of
return on capital at the expense of the wages of
ordinary workers, investment might flourish and
the substitution of capital for labour is likely to
be high. But these are exactly the conditions that
would lead to an explosive rise in inequality like
the one shown in the upper line in Figure 4.
This world has a strong resemblance to some
dystopian visions of the future associated with
increasing automation: a small minority of ever
more powerful high-tech companies drive an
increasingly digitalised world with a rising capital
intensity in which there is less and less need for
wage labour. Overall demand may well stagnate,
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but as long as the minority owners of capital have sufficient sway over government to protect the returns
to capital, the conditions described above prevail. The result may well be the complete ‘immiseration’ of
wage labour.15 Crucially, redistributional fiscal measures—income taxes, wealth taxes, welfare subsidies
(even the much vaunted idea of a basic income)—would, on their own, do little to halt this social
disaster.16
Under another set of conditions, things could be radically different. It is entirely possible to envisage
a world where there is far less substitutability between labour and capital, the returns to capital are
stabilised by a decline in the savings rate and the rights of workers are better protected. In terms of
policy, this might involve more distributed ownership of firms, increased worker representation on
boards, better distribution of the rewards from innovation, and the adoption of a ‘right to work’, with
government playing the role of ‘employer of last resort’. It is beyond the scope of this paper to explore
these innovations in depth, but they will be revisited in subsequent papers in this series.
Inequality matters. This is the principal lesson from the history of recent decades. It matters to
societal wellbeing. It matters in terms of our ability to address the critical challenges of today such as
climate breakdown or the rapidly changing demands on our health system. It matters for financial, social
and even political stability. Robert Kennedy’s call for a fairer society and a more meaningful vision of
progress is as relevant today as it was fifty years ago.
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An Economy that Works
Ten years after the financial crisis, sluggish growth, faltering labour productivity and persistent inequalities
in income and wealth are creating huge uncertainties for the future of advanced economies such as the
UK. Under these conditions, it is challenging to meet the investment needs associated with improving
people’s health and wellbeing or to honour our obligations under the Paris Agreement on climate change.
The implications for social and political instability are profound. Is a return to high levels of GDP growth the
only way to meet these combined challenges? Is such a return even possible? A series of briefing papers from
the All-Party Parliamentary Group on the Limits to Growth aims to explore these questions and to create the
space for a vital conversation aimed at building An Economy That Works—for everyone.
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